
Our company is hiring for a systems engineer senior staff. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for systems engineer senior staff

Collaborate with Subject Matter Experts in Platform Applications Engineering
team and adjacent engineering teams to understand design intent of the
individual blocks
Read Design Specifications to extract usage models and flows
Contribute to Errata Specifications
BOLE
Develops and maintains trusted relationships through on-going dialogue and
effective technical communication
Main focal of the Externals System engine line with ESDI, and Packagers
communicating changes in interface, direction being taken by the program
leadership, key field, production issues at a high program level
Manage program communication and collaboration between the Design
Engineering team and the ESDI and Packagers as required
Ensure the funding (FORM7) presented by each Externals Module Leaders
are aligned with the program requirements and objectives in coordination
with ESDI
Help external module leaders establish the top issues and sense of urgency
with support from ESDI and packagers
Protects integrity of the product

Qualifications for systems engineer senior staff

Commercial Excellence - ability to effectively apply business, financial and

Example of Systems Engineer Senior Staff Job
Description
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Detailed knowledge of Antenna elements, LNA's, diplexers, tri-plexers,
filters, mixers & LO's, combiners, SSPA's, AD/DA converters, TDU's, Phase
shifters and attenuators, ASIC's, MMIC's, RFIC's, beam steering command
and control
Detailed knowledge of RF design tools such as HFSS, CST MW Studio, FEKO,
ADS, AWR Microwave Office, SystemVue, Zuken, Altium Designer, Matlab,
LabVIEW
Detailed knowledge of Antenna elements, LNA's, diplexers, tri-plexers,
filters, mixers & LO's, combiners, SSPA's, AD/DA converters, TDU's, Phase
shifters and attenuators, ASIC's, MMIC's, RFIC's, beem steering command
and control
Understanding of the requirements data base tools (DOORS)
Demonstrated experience building space flight hardware payloads - from
design through test and delivery


